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HERA, THE BERKELEY ARRAY, AND EARLY RESULTS*
R.M. Diamond
Nuclear Science Division
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
Abstract
As in all fields of spectroscopy, high resolution is of great
importance in nuclear y-ray studies. Also important are a
good response function and good efficiency, so as to be able
to obtain high-order coincidences when observing
de-excitation cascades. The design of the Berkeley ttigh
fnergy-Resolution Array is discussed and some first results
are given.
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Nuclear spectroscopic studies are often limited, as are most types of
spectroscopy, by either insufficient resolution or insufficient statistics,
or both. Four years ago Frank Stephens and I began planning a· highresolution, high-statistics y-ray system in order both to push discrete-line
work to higher spins and to help with continuum studies. Our three primary
criteria for a high-resolution array were: high energy resolution, good
response function, and good efficiency. Three secondary features we desired
were: capability of a total-energy spectrometer, capability as a
multiplicity filter, and a prompt initial timing signal.
Germanium detectors provide the highest resolution for y-rays
possible with reasonable efficiency, so our system is based on an array of
such detectors. For cascade y rays {in prompt coincidence) an improvement
in the effective resolution is possible by using double- and highercoincidence spectra rather than singles. For this reason, and to obtain good
statistics, as many detectors as close to the target as is reasonably
possible is desirable {see below).
Unfortunately, Ge detectors have poor response functions. For a 5 x 5
em coaxial detector {nominal 20%), only about 3/4 of impinging 1.33 MeV y
rays do interact, and, of these, only 15-20% give useful full-energy peaks.
In a double-coincidence measurement, then, only 2-4% of the events are good
peak-peak values, and, in a triples measurement, much less than 1% are
useful. The solution to this problem has been known for some time; put
*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Division
of Nuclear Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics of the
U.S. Department of Energy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098.
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Compton-suppressio~

shields around the Ge detectors. In the past this has
meant using Nai scintillators, culminating in the array of six such shielded
detectors, TESSA2, at Daresbury [TW183]. But Nai shields are rather large,
permitting only a small number of modules at a relatively large distance from
the target. We decided to try to use a bismuth germanate (BGO) shield
[DIA81], for, if successful, it offered a great advantage in compactness (it
has a y-ray absorption length 2-1/2 times shorter than Nai). But BGO also
had two disadvantages: its light output is only about 15% that of Nai, and
at that time (1981) no company had made BGO crystals large enough for this
purpose. After more than a year of waiting, the latter problem was solved by
making the shield out of six pieces that fit together to form a cylindrical·
unit, each with its own photomultiplier tube. By adding a Nai collimeter or
"cap" to the front of the shield, the angle of escape of the backscattered y
rays is narrowed, and the Compton edges, the worst remaining interference,
are essentially removed. A peak/total ratio of 55% or greater for 60 co
above a 300 keV threshdld is obtained; this means that triple-coincidence
spectra, which have not been used before. become possible with a 16% yield, .
and even quadruple coincidences are usable with a 9% yield. Other designs
using larger BGO shields can give P/T ratios as high as 70% for 60 co, so
tremendous improvement in the Ge response function is possible.
System efficiency involves the number of Ge detec.tors of a certain
size at a certain distance from the target. With our shield design involving
13 x 13 em tapered BGO cylinders, twenty-one 20% Ge detector units can be ·
placed 15 em from a target, giving a solid angle of 14% of 4~, and leaving
the top and bottom around the target chamber clear (Fig. 2) to accommodate
the photomultiplier tubes for the small, central BGO ball. It should be
mentioned that y-ray summing in the individual Ge detectors also limits
their size and closeness to the target, but is 5% for y-ray cascades of
average multiplicity 20 in this arrangement. A final limitation on closeness
is the magnitude of Doppler broadening for the dete~tors near 90° to the beam
(recoil) direction. This must be considered for each nuclear system studied,
as the effect can be quite large in (H.I.,xn) reactions where the recoils
attain several percent the speed of light. It is, of course, negligible yor
transitions occurring after the recoiling nuclei have stopped in the target
or backing material.
With these considerations in mind, we have designed the High-
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Resolution Array to consist of 21 BGO-shielded Ge detectors arranged (in
three rings of seven detectors) around a small, central "ball" of 40 BGO
sectors. These sectors together form a sum spectrometer and multiplicity
filter around the target, as well as giving the angular pattern of they
rays emitted. A cut-away perspective drawing of the system is shown in Fig.
1 (without the PM tubes on the BGO shields or ball sectors). A view of the
actual system (but without the Nal caps and the BGO ball) is shown in Fig. 2
with six of the detectors pulled back into the left foreground to show the
sma11 target chamber in the center. By the end of this year the 21 Nal caps
will be in place, and all that will remain to construct is the central BGO
ball whose design is already complete. With 21 of our detectors at 15 em
from the target, an event rate of 10 5/second (the order of our usual rate in
a ( 40 Ar,xn) reaction with a 1 mg/cm 2 target and a 1-2 pna beam), and an
average y-ray multiplicity of 20, we had estimated the double- , triple- and
quadruple-coincidence rates to be 11 K/s, 2.2 K/s and 280/s, respectively.
We have achieved these rates fairly routinely.
I shall describe our first discrete-line results on 156 Er [STE85] and
158 Er. The 156 Er data were taken in two days of running at the LBL 88"
. a 170 MeV 40 Ar beam on a lead-backed -1 mg/cm 2 120 Sn target
Cyclotron w1th
using 9 Compton-suppressed Ge detectors, and consist of 1.2 x 10 8 double-

Fig. 1 Perspective view of -112
the system. XBL 819-2051

Fig. 2. Photograph of 21-detector
array around small target chamber.
Six , modules are pulled back into
left foreground. CBB 853-2061
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coincidence events. From many gated spectra the level scheme shown in Fig. 3
was constructed, involving nearly 100 levels and -130 transitions;
approximately one-half are new and more than one-half of the transitions are
multiple. There are a number of
16
interesting features in this scheme,
43+
but time to describe only two.
"'
!J""
The positive-parity yrast
band behaves reasonably normally
14
with a neutron i 1312 backbend at
spin 12~ and a setond crossing
36probably the proton h1112 , at spin
12
24~.
What is new is the nature of
the band between the 9.6 -MeV 30+ and
the 1~.4 MeV 42+ levels. The latter
is most likely the maximally aligned
10
configuration (relative to the
>
doubly-magic 146 Gd core) predicted
w
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state of oblate shape. But decay of
this state to the 30+ level proceeds
mainly by a cascade of six stretched
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Fig. 3. Level scheme for 156Er.
XBL 853-1103

Fig. 4. Energy levels of 156Er,
-1- , and 158Er, -9-, minus a
rigid-rotor energy vs. spin, I.
XBL 858-8949
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E2 transitions, and suggests a band structure. An interpretation consistent
with these features and with current theoretical calculations is that this is
a triaxial band, with the parameter y increasing with increasing spin, and
terminating in the fully aligned and oblate 42+ state. The energies of these
levels relative to those of a rigid rotor, as shown in Fig. 4, support this
idea, as their decrease in energy with spin compared to a rigid rotor or to
the weakly prolately-deformed bands below 24~ is characteristic of that
calculated for a band terminating in a fully-aligned state. In addition, the
particularly low energy of the 42+ state results in a relatively large
population (10% of the 4+ • 2+ transition) rarely seen at high s~in.
The other new feature observed is the large number of ·;nterband
transitions seen at the backbends (probably BC) of the negative-parity bands
around spin 22~. All four bands take part in this cross-feeding, indicating
considerable mixing of the bands and suggesting a structural change. It may
be related to the fact that four of the six valence neutrons have become
~ligned and so have to a large extent quenched the neutron pairing
correlations. This could cause some change in shape, but really does not
explain the extensive mixing of states involving both signatures. Yet above
this region three of the bands continue in a somewhat less regular fashion,
but still involving only stretched E2 transitions of roughly monotonically
increasing energy. Clearly, much remains to be learned about the detailed
structure of these bands.
In a study of 158 Er levels, of which only the positive-parity yrast
band is completed, two interesting features, one new, again were found. The
reaction used was 175 MeV 40 Ar from the 88 11 Cyclotron on several backed and
unbacked -1 mg/cm 2 122 sn targets. With the full 21-detector array we
recorded -2 x 10 8 triple coincidences (corresponding to 6 x 108 doubles) in
a two-day. run. A part of the spectrum (700-1400 keV) obtained with the
unbacked target in coincidence with a gate on the 1058 keV, 38+ • 36+
transition is shown in Fig. Sa. The five higher transitions observed in
[SIM84] at 827, 1031, 1203, 1210, and 1280 keV can be se~n. and in addition
there is a weak 971 keV line. Figure Sb shows the same region gated by the
same transition but for a gold- backed target. The 1203 and 1210 keV lines
are missing, and we believe this is because they are smeared out by Doppler
shifts, that is, they have lifetimes (plus feeding times) shorter than the
mean slowing time (0.5 picosecond). On the other hand, for the 827, 971,
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1031, and 1280 keV lines to be sharp means that.they have been emitted after
an interval of a few picoseconds. A weak 1276 keV line is observed if the
1017 keV, 36+ ~ 34+ transition is used as a gate, and altogether the
coincidence and angular correlation studies give the level scheme for the top
part of the positive-parity yrast band shown in Fig. 6.
The most interesting result is the identification of fast and slow
feeding components into the 38+ level. Among the rare-earth nuclei having
neutron numbers between 82 and 88, slow feeding times (>>1 ps) have been
observed, presumably because of regions of non-collective behavior (oblate or
spherical shapes) along the decay pathways. In contrast, the well deformed
rare-earth nuclei (90 < N < 110) appear to have fast feeding times (<<1 ps),
t~ought to be due to strongly collective rotational bands.
It is t~erefore
158
not so surprising that
Er, which lies on the boundary between the
regions, has both fast and slow feeding components. But this is the first
time resolved lines have been identified for both branches and shown how they
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Fig. 5. Partial spectrum of transitions in 158Er in coincidence with
1058 keV, 39+ ~ 36+ line for unbacked
target, upper spectrum, and gold-backed
one, lower spectrum. XBL 855-2515
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feed into the yrast band.
The other point of interest relates to the nature of the highest spin
state observed, that decaying by the 971 keV transition. If the 971 and 1031
keV lines are stretched E2 transitions, as we suspect, this state is the 46+
.one that is.the maximally aligned state predicted by theory and analogous to
the 42+ s~ate in 156 Er. Figur• 4 shows the level energy (minus a rigidrotor energy) for 158 Er compared to the bett~r established sequ~nc~ in
156 Er, and there is a remarkable similarity for the slow branch, though
displaced four units higher in spin.
If lifetimes can be measured, much more can be said about the nature .
of these states, and this is true in general for the states at high spin in
other nuclei. But it should be remembered that the discrete lines involved
are quite weak (in 158 Er, 1-5% of the 4+ ~ 2+ transition), and if we want
to know what most of the states are like at these high spins we must develop
ou.r techniques to study continuum spectra, and in particular to determine the
effects of excitation above the yrast line. The new Compton-suppressed Ge
arrays are surely going to help us do that, as well as give us a new
dimension in discrete-line spectroscopy.
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